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About This Content

If the base version of XOXO Droplets just doesn't have enough options for your liking, this extension will fix that right up. It's
got everything the game was meant to have.

Features:

3 more main jerk boyfriend options: Bae Pyoun, Jeremy King, and Pran Taylor

2 sweet but not-terribly-bright side boyfriend options: Kam Sung and Adrian Wulu

Yet 1 more boyfriend option in the flirtations party boy Lucas Kaiser (New Addition!)

4 Extra Date Events for Everett, Nate, and Shiloh

The ability to unlock all 4 CGs and 12 outfits for Everett, Nate, and Shiloh, rather than just 3 and 10

50 more Random Events, 45 more Text Chats, 24 more Part-Time Work Events

320,000 words in total

An accessory system that lets you decorate the main character with a variety of pieces, plus small events where
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characters comment on the accessories you wear

The option to change the background of your cellphone to one of 12 different options

Even better cheat codes

The game won't know you have the extension until you start a new file. After briefly starting the game you can then return to the
main menu to change your phone background or what have you. If you have files from the free version of XOXO Droplets,

those will work without issue. Again, you'll need to start a new file real quick, but then you can open up the load screen and pick
up where you left off in the free version with all the extras now available.
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Buggy mess.. Meh. Good try, rather boring though. Feels like a time-wasting flash game.. MAGA Covfefe it's YUUUUGE!.
Very laggy. Unplayable right now.. I tried really hard to like this game. I beat the main campaign and then did the NG+. I lost
countless times on the second map, which is part of the NG tutorial. You have a set deck of cards, and it was still almost
impossible to beat and required amazing luck.

And that's what makes this game so bad. This game lacks strategy. There is a little bit in deck building, but even if you have the
best deck for a mission, there's a big chance you'll lose because of the luck of the draw. The last two boss fights had me cursing
at the screen because the game puts all odds against you.

Losing isn't fun, and this game does its best to make sure that you're going to lose. This game isn't worth it for free because it
will just stress you out trying to enjoy it.. Truly breathtaking game.... I was sure Gumboy Tournament is some kind of
platformer/puzzle game, but it's not, this is some kind of racing/party game. It's OK if you plan to play with someone else, but it
gets boring really fast while playing alone.
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Doesn't include all dlc. https:\/\/youtu.be\/_Fh1HYraHHY

this game has got some issues. first and most importantly, the overlay images are not displayed properly. you will see double
vision of your aiming reticle and the health bars. i suspect that what you see in your right eye, you are supposed to see in your
left eye and vice versa. that makes it so you actually have to aim between the 2 reticles that you see. that's uncomfortable on the
eyes.

secondly, this game is extremely repetative. you will fight wave after wave of exactly the same ship... on the first stage alone.
this is not helped by the fact that there is so little to look at and the fact that your ship is the same ship as the enemy ships for
some reason. even when you get to a different stage and you are given a different ship, guess what? the enemy ships on that
stage are also your new ship.

speaking of repetative... if you watch the video for this game and turn on the sound... get used to that song. it plays non stop over
and over and over again and it's only like a minute maybe a minute and a half. there are also no sound effects, despite the option
to turn on\/off sound in the menu.

this game does not claim to be in early access, but it sure feels like it. there are a bunch of simple things that could have been
done to make this better. 1- on stages where you have to fight off waves of enemies, tell the player how many more enemies
need to be killed. 2- on stages where you need to blow up a specific object, have an arrow indicate where that object is when
you're not looking at it. 3- sound effects. 4- have some kind of transition between stages. something a little more interesting than
'mission complete wait 7 seconds' and 'destroy red ships' or whatever. give us stats from the previous stage, tell us why we need
to blow up the freightor\/enemy ships. 5- add some variation to the enemies you face in a stage. 6- don't have the enemies
absorb so much damage. with the way the ships move, and the amount of time it takes to slowly destroy them this feels like
space tanks. it should be like 4 laser shots or 2 torpedo shots to destroy a normal enemy ship. 6- increase the fire rate of the
lasers (also make the lasers more visable) 7- give some sort visual representation of the cool down on the torpedos (eg- have the
aiming reticle turn red and refill toward green as torpedos recharge). Although the game reminds me of Crash Bandicoot, it
certainly doesn't play like Crash Bandicoot. Either there was something wrong with my computer but the game played terribly.
With no graphical options to speak of (no even resolution), the game played slow and clunky. it felt like i had lag the entire
time. played with a HD 7750, which runs most games like Mirror's Edge on medium. But not this game for some odd reason.. If
your looking for a good jigsaw puzzle game this is the Best one around 10/10. Shooting game with a touch of rescuing
hostage.... nice. Here's how this works, since most reviews here aren't helpful or knowledgable on what happened: This goes to
your Eve Online Steam account, which can be identified as Steam::####### (where # is some number used to identify your
account, it's different for everyone). When you are at the character select screen, there's a bar at the bottom that says Redeem
(or Redeemable) and when you click that you'll see the items that are included in the pack, you won't see the plex because it's
already added to your account and isn't an item.. ok game takes time. Would this be one of my top three Nancy Drew games?
No. But do I recommend it? Yes. The location is quite nice as the Lodge feels cozy and it is fun doing snow related tasks.

The only things one may not like is the compulsory maid duties like making meals.

The puzzles are varied, the guests are interesting and overall this is a solid Nancy Drew game.. This game is so imaginative and
fun! Great puzzles, great little bits of dialogue, and most importantly: cats.
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